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Monarchs on the Mo
Imagine going on a journey of over 2,000 miles to find a small place, only

a few thousand acres, that is essential to your survival. You have no

guidebook and only one opportunity to succeed. This unprecedented

feat is accomplished by a creature that many consider delicate:

the monarch butterfly. Even more amazing is that it takes these

butterflies up to four generations to complete their annual

migration. Cuyahoga Valley National Park (CVNP) is part of a

patchwork of vital habitats across North America supporting

these intrepid travelers. In summer, look for breeding monarchs

laying eggs on milkweed plants. In fall, observe migrating

monarchs fueling up on nectar as they trek to the oyamel fir

forests in the mountains of central Mexico.
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Monarchs gather In a Mexican forest.
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It takes monarchs

three or four

generations to
migrate from their
overwintering grounds
in central Mexico to

their breeding habitat
in the northern United

States and Canada

during the spring
and summer. The last

generation makes the
entire return journey
south to Mexico

during the fall.

As the air warms in early March,
monarchs become more active and

leave the protection of the oyamel fir

Summer breeding monarchs are
attracted to the Cuyahoga Valley because
of abundant milkweed, the only host
plant that their young can eat. When
females start arriving in late June, they
typically lay one cream-colored egg per
plant, no larger than a pinhead, on the
underside of milkweed leaves. With a

magnifier, you can see that the eggs have
an elliptical shape with parallel ridges.

After three to six days, a tiny caterpillar,
or larvae, emerges and starts eating the
milkweed, internalizing toxic chemicals
from the plant. To warn predators, the
young monarch soon turns a distinctive
pattern of bright yellow, white, and
black. Feeding day and night, the
caterpillar grows so rapidly that it must
shed its skin, or molt, every three days.

forests to head north, mate, and seek
the nearest milkweed fields to lay their
eggs. These offspring are Generation 1.
Monarchs follow specific routes, called
flyways—one of which stretches to the
Great Lakes. Generations 1 and 2 journey
progressively north: mating, laying eggs,
and dying along the way. The summer
monarchs that we see at CVNP are

Generation 3. Some stay to breed and
others venture across Lake Erie into

Canada. In the fall, we see Generation 4,
which delays reproduction in order to
save energy. This allows Generation 4 to
live up to eight months. After building
up fat reserves, these butterflies migrate
a remarkable 2,000 to 3,000 miles back
to central Mexico to overwinter, before
beginning the cycle again.

The stages between larval molts are
called instars. A monarch goes through
five larval instars. With each shed, it
adds more color bands along its body,
becoming nearly two inches long in two
weeks. At this point, the caterpillar is
striking and conspicuous.

After the final molt, the caterpillar stops
feeding and starts searching for a sturdy
place on its host or nearby plant. There,
it weaves a silk button where it attaches

itself and hangs upside down like the
letter J. After about a day, it sheds its skin
for the last time and forms the pupa,
a magnificent greenish chrysalis with
gold spots. After nearly two weeks, the
chrysalis becomes transparent; inside you
can see the butterfly that will emerge in a
day or two.




